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Abstract. We investigate the electrodynamic coupling between auroral omega
bands and the inner magnetosphere. The goal of this study is to determine the
featuresto which omega bands map in the magnetosphere.To establishthe auroralmagnetosphereconnection, we appeal to the case study analysis of the data rich

eventof September26, 1989. At 6 magneticlocal time (MLT), two trains of Ps6
pulsations(groundmagneticsignaturesof omegabands)wereobservedto drift over
the CanadianAuroralNetworkFor the OPEN ProgramUnified Study (CANOPUS)
chain. At the same time periodic ionosphericflow patterns moved through the
collocatedBistatic Auroral Radar System(BARS) field of view. Similar coincident
magnetic variations were observedby GOES 6, GOES 7 and SCATHA, all of which

had magneticfoot points near the CANOPUS/BARS stations. SCATHA, which
was located at 6 MLT, 0.5 R• earthward of GOES 7 observed the 10 rain period
pulsations,whereasGOES 7 did not. In addition, DMSP F6 and F8 were over-flying
the region and observedcharacteristicprecipitation and flow signatures. From this
fortunate constellation of ground and spaceobservations,we concludethat auroral

omegabandsare the electrodynamicsignatureof a corrugatedcurrent sheet (or
somesimilarspatiallylocalizedmagneticstructure)in the near-Earth geostationary
magnetosphere.
1. Introduction

The correspondencebetween auroral features mea-

Omega bands are auroral luminosity and current
structures which characteristically appear as rows of

suredfrom the ground (includingomegabands), and
their signaturesmeasured in the magnetospherehas
been an area which has received a lot of attention

over

inverted (if "up" is north) •-shaped dark patchesexthe past 25 years. Akasofuet al. [1971]originallysugtending south into the diffuse aurora. Omega bands
gestedthat auroral• bands(and surges),whichhe meagenerally appear during substorm recovery phase in the
sured at the poleward edge of the auroral bulge, could
morning sector auroral zone. They range in sizesfrom
be
ripples on the surfaceof the plasma sheetwhich map
hundreds to a thousand kilometers and drift eastward
with a velocityof about I kin/s, producingan associated period of about 10-20 minutes. Ps6 pulsations are
10-20 min. quasi-periodic signatures in the east-west
groundmagneticfield, that appear during substormrecoveryphaseon the morning side. It is now well known
that auroral omega bands and Ps6 pulsations are the
manifestationof the same phenomenon. The bright •
band auroral patches are causedby electron precipitation, and the set of Ps6 pulsationsare generatedby the
associatedcurrent system.

to the auroral zone. This initial supposition was fol-

lowed by other studiesthat soughtempirical relationshipsor theoreticaljustificationfor the genesisof omega
bands.

Kawasaki and Rostoker [1979] proposedan iono-

spheric current system responsiblefor Ps6 pulsations.
Their model for a spatially varying current had essentially two options: a region of enhanced electric field
drifting eastward,or a regionof high electronprecipitation drifting eastward. They proposedthe later mechanism, sincethat could link Ps6 pulsationswith the luminosity
variation of auroral omega bands which have
•Now at Los AlamosNational Laboratory,Los Alamos,New
Mexico.
similar drift velocity and occurrencefrequencies.Ros-
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toker and Barichello[1980]surveyedthe diurnal and
seasonaloccurrencerate of Ps6 pulsations. They found
that the occurrencerate of Ps6 varied in sucha way as
to be most commonbetween4 and 6 local time (LT),
14,705
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and approximately
twice as frequentin April through
Augustas in OctoberthroughFebruary.They noted
that April through August are the monthswhere the
ambientsoutheastward
electricfieldis strongest
in the
morning side. Thus this asymmetrysupportsthe the-

ory that the currentstructuresare producedby highconductivityregionsdrifting into the ambient electric
field on the dawnside,rather than patchesof enhanced
electricfield. Basedon their physicalmodelonewould
expectthis resultto apply to the northernhemisphere,
and the inverserelation to the southernhemisphere

+ISLL /•

(twiceasfrequentin OctoberthroughFebruaryasApril
throughAugust). As far as we know,this hasnot yet

DMSP-F•

beentested experimentally.

Attemptsto relate omegabandsto magnetospheric
phenomeaare exemplifiedin the work of Rostokerand

Samson[1984]. They presenteda substormmodel
whichattributedPs6 pulsations/• bandsto a KelvinHelmholtzinstability (KHI) betweenthe tailward flow
in the low-latitudeboundarylayer (LLBL) and the
earthwardflowin the centralplasmasheet(CPS)onthe Figure 2. This projection showsthe positionsof the
dawnside.In their modelthe westward
travelingsurge ground data sourcesas well as the magnetic ground
wasattributedto the eveningsideLLBL/CPSinterface, tracksof the satellitesaccordingto T89 as viewedfrom
and the asymmetry betweenthem was attributed to the

an altitude of 1000 km over Canada. The map shows

the CANOPUS/MARIA stations,the BARS radarfield
corotationthat is dominantin the innermagnetosphere. of view, GOES 6 and 7, DMSP F6 (solidtrack) and F8
As empiricalmagneticfield modelsimproved,direct (dashedtrack), and SCATHA. The satellitepositions
mappingof auroral structuresto the magnetosphereat 1230 UT are marked by an asterisk. The ground
wereattempted.Pulkkinenet al. [1991]usedthe Tsy- stationsare marked with + signs. For all but the D MSP

the ground tracks are shown from 1100 to
ganenko
[1989](T89) empiricalmagnetic
fieldmodelto satellites,
1300 UT.
map auroralomegabandsand Ps6eventsto the equatorial plane. They foundthat the featuresmapto between6 andof 13RE between
2 and7 MLT. Thesemappingsdid not includeanyfield-aligned
currentsthat are the inner edgeof the plasmasheet. They maintained
knownto be strongin theseregions
norwasthereany that the KHI wasstill a plausibleexplanationfor their

coincidentmagnetosphericobservationsto constrainor generation mechanism.
Commonto all these papers is the limitation that
test the mappings.

all omegaband/Ps6featureshavebeenobserved
only
on the ground(or by spacecraft
auroralimagerswhich
is qualitativelythe samething). At most,a magnetosphericsourcelocationhasbeeninferredthroughsim[1993]concluded
that omegabandsare generated
at ple magneticmappings. In this paper we presentan

Nevertheless,
thesemappingsindicateda near-Earth
sourceof omegabandswithinthe magnetosphere.
With
the realizationthat the omegaband auroracouldnot
possibly map to the LLBL, Connors and Rostoker

event in which the Ps6 pulsationsare observedboth on

the groundandin the equatorialplaneof the magneto-

6

sphere,insideof geostationaryorbit. We find that the
current systemsconnectingthe auroral ionospherewith
the magnetosphere
closeinsideof geostationary
orbit.
It is interestingto note that overthe last 20 yearsthe
presumedlocation of the magnetospheric
sourceof •
bandshasundergonea similar earthwardmotion as the

4

presumed location of substorm onsets.
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2. Data Set/Observations
For this study,we focuson an eventthat occurredon

26, 1989. At the time, Kp was5, and the
Figure 1. 7 days of Dst and Kp centeredon 1200 UT September
was in the main phaseof a magnetic
on September26, 1989. This Ps6/omegaband event magnetosphere
occurred during the main phase of a magnetic storm, storm, Dst was-75 nT, and the storm reacheda miniat a time when D st showed a weak recovery.
mum of-150 nT. The Ps6 event occurred around 1200
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Table

1. Positions of the Relevant CANOPUS

MAG, deg

Station
Gillam
Island Lake
Pinawa

Latitude
66.00
63.52
59.77

Geodetic, deg

Longitude Latitude
327.06
328.09
327.58

Stations

56.38
53.86
50.20

Longitude

14,707

Y and Z components,whereas Gillam seesbipolar pulsations. At Pinawa the wave period seemsto be decreasing with time. We note that, despite many data
dropouts, the centrally located Island Lake station sees

265.36
265.34
263.96

CANOPUS

Gillam

0

-8ooV

,

6oob

DMSP F6 and FS; ionospheric
flows/electricfieldsfrom
the CANOPUS/BARS radar array; and groundmagnetometer and riometer data from the CANOPUS Magnetometer and Riometer Array (MARIA). Magnetic foot
pointsof the geostationary
spacecraft
andgroundtracks
of the low-altitude satellitesare plotted along with the
CANOPUS station locationson the globe. Details of
these data sets follow below. All-sky image data from
the CANOPUS chain ideally couldhave provided a direct link between Ps6 waves and omega bands; however, these imagesprovidedno useful information as
this event occurred in sunlit conditions. In the follow-

ing sectionsall times are universaltime (UT) unless
otherwisespecified,and all coordinatesare in dipole

coordinates
(MAG), as definedin the GEOPACK software packageby Peredoet al. [1995]unlessotherwise
specified. Table I lists the positionsof the CANOPUS/MARIA stationsused.
Figure 3 showsthree-componentmagnetometer as
well as riometer data for three CANOPUS
stations at
the southern end of the north-south chain.
Gillam

-2.99•
--4UU
•
8oo•

,

'

600•
400 •

•,

'

400•-

UT on this day, as indicated by the vertical dotted line
in Figure 1, during a short, partial Dst recovery, and
during the recoveryphaseof a multiple onset substorm.
Figure 2 gives a synoptic view of all the data sources
used for this event. We used magnetic field data from
GOES 6 and 7 and SCATHA; auroral precipitation of
electrons and protons, as well as east-west flows from
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400
(magneticlatitude of 66ø) seesstrong Ps6 magnetic
200
pulsationsbetween1135and 1205UT, exhibitingthree •-2o•
-400
4OO
periodsof 800 nT peak-to-peakamplitudewith approximately 10-rainperiod. Positivepeaksin the Y compo- •-2oo

nent occur at 1135, 1145, 1155 and 1205 UT. The positive peaksin X and Z componentsare phasedelayed
with respectto Y by a quarter period, characteristicof
Ps6 current system. The Gillam riometer seesperiodic
absorptionscorrespondingto the positive peaks in the
Y component,indicating that the peak current is also

the locationof the precipitation,asexpected[Kawasaki
andRostoker[1979]].Two additionalweakerpeakscan

-400
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208
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It

:00
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12:00

12:15
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September

26, 1989

be seenin the magnetometerand riometer data at 122C- Figure 3. Magnetometer and riometer data for the
1225, and at 1235 UT.
three southern CANOPUS stations: Gillam, Island
At Pinawastation (6.2ø to the southof Gillam sta- Lake, and Pinawa. Only these stations observedthe Ps6
tion), three waveperiodswere observedbetween1215 pulsations. A train of pulsations was first observedat
Gillam, and then another train was observedat Pinawa.
and 1250. The positivepeaksin the Y componentoc- Both trains were observed at Island Lake which is locurred at 1220, 1235 and 1247 UT. The Pinawa riometer cated in between the two. Notice how the riometer abobservedthe same three peaks. Note that the Pinawa sorptionsare exactly aligned with the eastwardpertursignaturescontain only positive field deflectionsin the bations.

14,708
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Figure 4. GOES 6 (dotted line) and 7 (solidline) seesimilarfeaturesbut displacedin time
by approximately 6.7 min. The observedsignature is a stretching and rotation of the field
correspondingto the eastwardpropagationof a earthwardflowingcurrent. Data was smoothed
using a I min running average.

very strongsignaturesof both setsof magneticpulsa- produce. GOES 7 seesthis compressionat 1215, the
tions, with a peak to peak amplitudegreaterthan 1500 nT. same time that the pulsationsstart at Pinawa. GOES
Figure 4 showsthe GOES 6 and 7 magnetometer 6 seesthe samesignature6.7 min earlier, corresponding
data.Thedataaregivenin the•, ff;,/•coordinate
sys- to a propagationvelocityof 85 km/s alonggeostationtem, which is defined based on a magnetic field model ary orbit from 3 MLT (GOES 6) to 6 MLT (GOES 7),
(th modl by r,
[lS7] (ZS7/
or 8 km/s on the ground. GOES 6 and 7 seeopposite
The • axisis parallelto the modelfield. The • axis signaturesin Bw, consistentwith a sheetof earthward
points in the direction of the locally determined radius flowingfield-alignedcurrent(FAC) locatedbetweenthe
of curvature(towardsthe centerof curvature),and the two spacecrafts.GOES 7 also seesweak signaturescorzbaxis completesthe right-handcoordinatesystem(w related with the Gillam pulsations. Note also the dip
for "west"). Table 2 liststhe positionsof the three high in Br and Bw at GOES 7 at 1230 UT.
altitude
satellites at 1200 UT and at 1300 UT. Both
The magnitudeof the magneticfield seenat SCATHA
geostationarysatellitesseea compressional
signatureof is more or lessconstant throughout the same time peabout 40 nT, and both see a strong increasein the ra- riod (see Figure 5). However,the individual compodial component during the compression,suggestinga nents vary in such a way that field line rotations ocmuch more tail-like geometry than the model is able to cur betweendivole-like(whenBr is small) and tail-like

Table 2. Mappedand Actual Positionsof the Magnetospheric
Spacecrafts
Mapped Position

Satellite
SCATHA
GOES
GOES

7
6

Time,
UT
1200
1300
1200
1300
1200
1300

Geodetic,deg
Latitude Longitude
53.10
53.28
54.00
54.57
56.27
56.62

274.52
276.84
270.70
271.19
240.07
240.63

Position

MAG, deg
Latitude Longitude
63.52
63.84
64.14
64.75
62.34
62.77

271.43
289.34
266.07
281.38
226.76
241.99

Radius
RE
6.08
5.81
6.62
6.62
6.62
6.62

MAG
Latitude, deg
7.45
9.71
9.71
9.70
3.74
4.10

MLT
hours
5.99

7.18
5.61
6.60

3.04
4.03
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Figure 5. SCATHA observed
strongrotationsof the field up to 60 degrees,while the field
magnituderemainedalmostunchanged.
Data smoothed
with I min runningaverage.

(when Br is large) orientations. The r and b componentsvary systematicallywith a period of about 10 min.
It is significantto note that while SCATHA and GOES
7 are nearly collocated, they witness vastly different
field configurationsas shownin Figure 6. SCATHA

seeslarge-amplitude
rotations((gBr/Br) • 1) that occur within the tail-like envelopedefinedby the GOES 7
data. Note that SCATHA is earthward of GOES 7 by
only 0.5 Rz and 2ø equatorwardand south in magnetic
latitude, suggestinga fairly localized and time-varying
magnetic structure.
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50
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v

DMSP F6 and F8 overflewthe region at 1230 UT,
with F8 following almost in the track of F6, 2 min behind, both at an altitude near 450 km. The downward

precipitatingelectronand ion fluxes(30 eV- 30 keV)
for the two satellitesare shownin Plate 1, plotted as a
function of latitude. The spacecraftsentered the auroral zoneat 56 degreeslatitude, and left it at 72 degrees.
F6 measured enhanced precipitation from 60 to 63 degrees. Two minutes later, F8 flew through that same
region and observedreduced precipitation. This is consistent with eastward drifting patches of electron pre-
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Figure 6. SCATHA and GOES 7 data overplotted. Note that despitethe small separation
betweenSCATHA and GOES 7 (0.5Re), they observevastlydifferentmagneticfieldsignatures.
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Figure 7. The DMSP F8 drift meter data show two regionsof enhancedeastward flow, the
more southward one coincidentwith the region of depleted precipitation. The flow is generally
eastward throughout the auroral zone up to the convectionreversal boundary just south of the
poleward edge of the aurora. The long-dashedlines mark a region that also displaysenhanced
flows.

cipitation (whichare responsible
for the bright patches
in omegabands);DMSP F6 flewthrougha bright auroral region stimulated by intense electron precipitation
(upwardcurrent),the patch drifted eastwardfor 2 min,
then DMSP F8 flew through the "trailing" dark patch

(downwardcurrent)that showsup as an absenceof precipitation.
The F8 ion drift meter measures enhanced eastward

flowsin the regionfrom 60 to 63 degreesas shownin
Figure 7, with especiallylarge eastward flows in the
boundary of this region. This is further evidenceto
support the claim of eastward drifting patches. Also,
it should be noted that these features are well south of

/

+GILL•

t•vin +ISLL/?
ß

+ Red

Lk

the polewardedgeof the aurora, suggesting
that they
map to the inner magnetosphererather than to the lowlatitude boundarylayer or plasmasheetboundarylayer.
The regionsof enhancedflow have been overplottedin
Figure 8 whichhas the sameplot format as Figure 2.
The twin radars Nipawin and Red Lake that make
up the BARS field of view are able to measure twodimensional(2-D) ionosphericplasmaflows. We used
30 s resolutiondata to reproducewhat the ionospheric
flowswouldlook like if the radarswereobservinga fixed
structure drifting through the field of view of BARS at
a constant velocity. The image has been produced in
Figure 9 as it would look at 1230 UT, and the CANOPUS stations and satellite magnetic foot points have
been added as well as the field of view of BARS. Note

the strongsouthwardflow at 335ø longitudewhichcorrelates well with the signatureat 1230 UT in the GOES
7 Br and Bw traces. The flow patternspassingthe longitude of the GOES 7 foot point earlier, did so further

Figure 8. Here we have plotted the flow and precipita-

tion boundaries(identifiedin Plate 1) encounteredby
the DMSP satellitesonto the sametype of projection as
usedin Figure 2. The solid boundariesare encountered
by F6, whereasthe dashedonesare encounteredby F8.

For F6 the boundariesare (from bottom to top): equatorward edge of aurora, equatorward edge of enhanced
precipitation, poleward edge of enhancedprecipitation,
poleward edge of aurora. For F8 the first three bound-

ariesare the same(exceptthat it is a depletion),the
next two lines mark the polewardenhancedflow region
marked as two dashed lines on Figure 7, and the last
boundary is the poleward edge of the aurora.
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Figure 9. We haveproduceda snapshot(for 1230 UT) of the ionospheric
flowsat the latitude
of the BA•S array from the assumptionthat the flows measuredby BA•S are really a fixed
structuredrifting throughthe field of view with a velocity
alternating northward and southeastwardflows. Note also the very strongsoutheastwardflow
at 335 degreeslongitude,whichcorrelatesvery well with the dips in GOES 7 B• and B• (see
Figure 4).
north, and were therefore not seenin the geostationary aurora/ionosphere
and equatorialmagnetosphere
that
were not tenable in previousstudies. In the three panmagnetometerdata.
elsof Figure 10, we haveoverplottedthe groundmagne-

tometersignatures(scaledand offset)on the spacecraft
magnetometersignatureswith a time offset,to try to
In the precedingsectionwe havepresented
an impres- match up featuresas best as possible.In making such
sivearrayof datafromthe groundandspacefrommany a comparison,we assumethat a large-scale3-D current
differenttypes of instruments. In this sectionwe use systemflowsinto, through, and out of the ionosphere
3. Discussion

these data to establishthe critical linkagebetweenthe and closessomewherein the magnetosphere. Magne-
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Figure 10. Plot of groundsignatures
and satellitesignatures
together.The solidlinesare the
satelliteBr traces,and the dashedlinesare the groundsignatures,whichhavebeenrescaled,
and offsetin order to fit on the samegraph, and havebeenshiftedin time in orderto showthe
correspondence
of pulsations
betweengroundandspace.Notethat the satelliteradialcomponent

is compared
with the groundeastcomponent
[Hughes,1983]. Theseresultsformthe basisfor
the drift assumedin the generationof Figure 9.
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tometer variations reflect this spatially structured an.
time-variable current system seenboth on the groun,

and in space.Becauseof ionospheric
rotation [Hughe•

1983],oneshould
compare
thespacecraft
radial(•) corn
ponentto the groundeast(Y) component.By matchinE
up the groundsignatures
with the spacecraftsignatures,
with a uniform time shift of the ground time series.
we can calculate an approximate phase velocity of the
wavesby measuring the longitudinal offset of the foot
point of the satellite from the location of the magnetometers. We calculate velocities of approximately 1.2

km/s. In generatingFigure 9 we superposed
and averagedBARS imagesdisplacedalonga constantdipole
latitude by the distance it would have traveled at that
speedsince 1230 UT. It should be pointed out here that

the velocityof 8 km/s that the compressional
structure
in Figure4 propagatesat is differentfrom the 1.2 km/s
velocity at which the f• bands are found to propagate.
It appearsthat the strongestf• band signaturespropagate inside this region, but at a much smaller velocity
than the calculated azimuthal propagation velocity of Figure 11. Similar to Figure 8, but has the BARS
8 km/s. It is possiblethat the 8 km/s velocityis an flow data added to it. It clearly showsthe northern
artifact owing to the compressionalstructure not prop- wave train passingthrough BARS and over Gillam. In
agating azimuthally, but perhaps nearly radially. This the southeastern corner of the BARS field of view can
is an issue that

cannot

be resolved

without

more mea-

be seen the flow which is associated

with

the rotation

of the GOES 7 magneticfield at 1230 UT.

surements.

The similarappearanceof Bx, By, and Bz as well as
riometer absorption at Gillam and Pinawa after 1215
UT

shows that

after that

time

the two stations

are ob-

serving the same set of f• bands, which thus extend in
latitude

to at least cover those two stations.

For in-

the equatorial magnetosphereare very localized. The

passage
on the groundof eachY peakc•)rresponds
to

of a bright auroralspot(asshownby the dip
stance, the riometer dip at 1220 at Pinawa corresponds the passage
to the dip at 1225 at Gillam. Northern stations see in the riometertrace), and the upwardcurrentbranchin
the features later than southern stations at the same
the 3-D current system. The downward current branch
magnetic longitude becauseof the southeast-northwest occursin the dark spots in between, and the passageof
orientation of the current system. The 1220-1225 cur- sucha set of up-downcurrents(which appear as an inrent systemthus passesover both stations. Subsequent verted f• in auroralimages)appearsas a Ps6 pulsation.
The two eastward flow regionsmarked on Figure 8
current systemspass further south over Pinawa, as witcan
be interpreted as the latitude ranges in which the
nessedby weaker magnetometerand, almost absent,ritwo
trains of omega bands flow. The first train passes
ometer signaturesat Gillam.
It is possible that the trains of pulsations seen at in the northernmost channel, then another train passes
Gillam before 1210 and at Pinawa after 1215 UT are eiin the southernmostchannel. It can be seenfrom Figther two different trains of pulsations, or that the cen- ure 8 that SCATHA does not appear to map within
ter of the pulsations shifted south between 1210 and the southernflow region as measuredby DMSP F6 and
1215. The intense southeastward flow, deduced from FS. There are three different interpretations: either
the BARS data to exist at 335ø magnetic longitude (1) the omegabands are not actually confinedwithin
(Figure9) at 1230,corresponds
to the dip in Br and Bw this flow region; (2) the flow regionmovednorthward
seenat GOES 7 (Figure4) at 1230. This currentsystem between the longitude of DMSP and the longitude of
was also observed at Gillam at 1225. The BARS data
SCATHA; or (3) the magneticfield model used (T89
show that this current system was further south than with Kp = 5+) is not capableof describingthe field,
the train that passedGillam between 1140 and 1210. It and thus not capable of accurately mapping the spacethus passedat the latitude of GOES 7, and stretched to crafts to the ground. We favor the latter, sinceexamithe latitude of SCATHA, where it was observedas the nation of the magneticfield on SCATHA and GOES 7
first in a seriesof three peaks. The followingpeakswere suggestsa field geometrymuchmore stretchedthan the
observedonly weakly at GOES 7 due to their being too model is capableof describing. A more stretchedfield
far equatorward and were not observed in the BARS would result in mapping the satellite foot points to a
data. This suggeststhat the f• band sourceregions in lower latitude.
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Figure 12. Magnetospheric
as well asionospheric
perspectives
on a possible
scenario.

Figure 11 is similar to Figure 8, but has the BARS but only routinely discussedin the context of severe
flow data added. It clearly showsthe northernmost growthphasestretchingjust prior to onsetnear 00 MLT
wavetrain passingthroughBARS and overGillam, and [Fennellet al., 1996].
the beginningsof the moresouthernwavetrain, which
Wesuggest
that omegabandsmapto neargeostationpassesover SCATHA/Pinawa, and closeto GOES 7. ary orbit into a sourcelocationwherelarge-scale
MHD
The DMSP spacecrafts
observethe flowregionin which waves propagate in some yet to be determined boundthesewavetrainspropagatein the ionosphere,
aswellas ary. The boundarycouldbe interpretedas the sharp
someindicationof alternatingdark and brightpatches inneredgeof a veryintensediskcurrentat the equator,
supporting the riometer observations.
althoughthis conclusion
is not necessarily
unique.The
wavesproducelarge-amplitude
fieldrotations,whichin
turn are equivalentto large inducedelectric fields. The
4. Conclusion

inducedelectricfields(whicharefieldalignedfor pure
Omegabandsmap in this caseto near (both in- rotations) could be sufficientto causeaccelerationof
sideandoutside)geostationary
in theequatorial
plane. electrons
that then precipitateto causethe brightau-

This agrees somewhat with the T89 model for maxi- roralspotsthat are observed
on auroralimages,aswell
mum stretching,eventhoughit is evidentthat the field as contributeto onelegof the currentloopresponsible
at the locationof SCATHA and especiallyGOES 7 is for Ps6 pulsations.

evenmorestretched
thanthemodelcanproduce(a posA possiblescenariofor this couplingis sketched
in
itive Br indicatesa stretchingwhen we are abovethe Figure12. An oscillation
at theinneredgeof theplasma
magneticequator).Also,at the locationof SCATHA, sheetproducesa corrugatedcurrentstructure. This in-

the field appearsto vary betweendipolar,and very terfaceis drawnsoasto separate
thelarge-scale
Region
stretched
with a periodof 10 min,suggesting
a highly I / Region2 FACs, whichis consistentwith our obserdistortedand dynamicfield geometryadjacentto a vations.The FACsnearthis currentmeanderproduces

quiet and stretchedfield. The mappedpositionsof the observedvariationson the groundas well as near
GOES 7 and SCATHA suggestthat the field shows the equatorial plane.
signsof a tail-like(or highlystretched)
geometryat 6
While Figure 12 is one possibleinterpretationand
MLT. Suchconfigurations
havebeen observedbefore appearsto be well constrainedby the data, it is not
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yet clear if other current patternscould producesimi- Kawasaki, K., and G. Rostoker, Perturbation magnetic
lar signatures.Our resultsdefinitivelyplacethe source fields and current systems associated with eastward drifting auroral structures, J. Geophys.Res., 8•, 1464-1480,
regionof f• bandscloseto the Earth. Pulkkinenet al.
1979.

[1991]hassuggested
a similarsourceregion,but based Peredo, M., N. A. Tsyganenko,D. P. Stern, and T. Sotirelis,

only on simpleempiricalmagneticfield mappings.As
such,presenttheoriesthat havedescribedf• band wave
generation
in the magnetosphere
will nowhaveto be reinvestigated
in lightof a verydifferentparticleandfield
regimethan traditionallyconsidered.Theseaspectsof
this interestingnew set of observations
are the focusof
a future study.
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